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1. Abstract

The reliability-based life approach is utilized. Selective failure modes of marine power plants

are used for illustration. A case study of the Egyptian Commercial Fleet owned by the Public

Sector Company was analyzed and used to establish a demonstration of the expected

economic life based on local operating and maintenance conditions. The data acquired is

analyzed and failure trend is derived for each failure mode. Probabilistic techniques are used

to randomly generate numbers and times of occurrence of different failure modes. The

reliability analysis is performed on the life span expected by the manufacture to predict the

total number of failures, dependent failures, and cost of failures. Total expenditure due to

random failure and cost of scheduled maintenance together with the annual income are

utilized (using the time value of money) to determine the economic life of the plant.

Conclusions are derived and recommendations for the enhancement of this work in the future

are made.

2. Introduction

Ship safety is a major concern. One of the biggest contributors to ship accidents and mishaps

is the engine room since it leads to various type of failures (mechanical, fire, explosions,

navigational, time delay, sea-keeping, etc.). The break down of ships loss causes indicates

that 20.5% of loss causes of ships are due to fire and explosions, 3.6% due to machinery

damages, and 4.5% due to engine room flooding. Avoiding these accidents requires alertness

and high cost to maintain the engine room in good condition (Faulkner 1995). The

economical aspects of maintain the engine room should not conflict with the safety aspects of

the ship.
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and high cost to maintain the engine room in good condition (Faulkner 1995). The

economical aspects of maintain the engine room should not conflict with the safety aspects of

the ship.

Marine power plants require a complicated analysis to determine the economic life of

operation aboard marine systems in local operating conditions. Deterministic approach

usually fails since operating conditions, crew skills, and allocated maintenance budget differ

from those expected and assigned by the manufacturer. Reliability-based determination of

the economic life of marine power plants is more accurate since it handles all the uncertainty

aspects of operation of the plant hence the acquisition and sustaining costs. Due to the

decline of reliability with time the cost of repair of aged marine power plant aboardship gets

higher. Uncertainty of failure occurrence due to variability in installation and maintenance

practice, operating conditions, and crew skills leads to difference between the life time f

assigned by the manufacturer and that used by the owner (especially, in the Public Sector). A

need rises for planning of the economic life based on local data and history. The case study

discussed in this paper is based on the information provided by the Chief of maintenance in

An Egyptian Public Company for Navigation based on data collected for repair of failures

occurred aboard the commercial fleet owned by the company.

3. Objectives

The main objectives of this paper could be summarized as follows: 1) To establish a realistic

approach to determine economic life and economic remaining life for marine power plant. 2)

To minimize the long-term cost of ownership and sustaining cost of a single marine power

plant or power plants for a fleet. 3) To rationalize the selection of the most cost effective

alternative among series of options for purchasing a new plant. In addition to the intended

objectives, planning for the required spare parts could be achieved, and comparison between

different maintenance and replacement strategies is rationalized.
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4. The Proposed Approach

The proposed approach is based on the utilization of the Life Cycle Cost Analysis (LCC)

(Barringer 1996 & 1998) concepts to assess the cash flow of the marine power plant over its

expected span of life. Figure 1 represents the philosophy of the process. The cash flow

elements includes purchasing, depreciation, logistics, installation, maintenance, failures,

down time, fuel consumption, income, etc. In this paper, selective major and most commonly

repetitive failures are used to illustrate the approach. The major steps followed could be

summarized as follows:

1. Definition of major repetitive failures that contribute significantly to the repair cost

2. Determination of cost of failure of each item (replacement - repair - logistics - out of

product - injuries - etc.)

3. Failure trend analysis and reliability characteristics determination of each item »

4. Generating number of failures of each items over the expected life of the plant

5. Determination of the economic life of the plant based on the Life Cycle Cost analysis

(LCC)
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Figure 1. Philosophy of the Process
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4.1. Major Failures

Msijor repetitive failures that contributes significantly to the repair cost should be

documented. In this case, the following 10 failure modes (or items) were selected to illustrate

the method:

main engine (valves, injectors, bearings, oil rings, cylinder liners, misfiring, oil filters, etc.) -

4.2. Cost of Failure

The next step is to estimate the cost of failure of each item. The cost of failure should be»

studied thoroughly to insure including all cost elements. Table 1 provides the cost of failure

of the selected ten items.

Table 1. Cost of Failure of Each Item in US$

Item

Main Engine
Cooling Pump
Generator
Gear Box
Stern Tube
Starter
Pipes
Bearings
Compressor
Shaft

Item
Cost

1200
2400
8000

20000
1200
1600
6400
6400
4800

100

Logistics

1500
120
120

1000
120
120
650
230
400

20

Labor

260
820
360
310
820
100
125
125
125
100

Duration of
Repair (hrs)
3
4
3
4
8
8
4
10
12
24

Out of
Production
3000
4000
3000
4000
8000
8000
4000
10000
12000
24000

Total

5960
7340

11480
25310
10140
9820

11175
' 16755

17325
24220

4.3. Failure Trend Analysis

Weibull plotting the history or accumulated in-house data of old failure of the same item on

similar plants achieves the determination of the failure trend of each item. Weibull plot has

the following probability density function of failure at any time, t, (Abrenethy 1998 &

1991):



/«=

A
exp

0

(1)

From which, the accumulated probability of failure after any time, t, is given by:

= 1 — exp

Which leads to the reliability at any time, t, as follows:

(2)

R<t) = exp (3)

Where: t - time of concern, /^ = probability density function, F (t) = probability of failure

after time t, R ft) reliability or probability of survival at time t, r\ — scale factor or
t

characteristic life at which the probability of failure is 63.2%, and (3 = shape factor which

indicates the tendency of failure

Time to failure of previous events is plotted on a Weibull plot paper to determine reliability

characteristics as shown in Figure 2. From Equation 2, it can be seen that:

(4)

And In In
1

i-Fk)
(5)

Which is straight-line equation of the formy=ax+b. Thus the Weibull plot is created on a

Weibull plot paper having a log log reciprocal ordinate (y) scale, representing cumulative

probability of failure, and the abscissa (x) scale'is a log scale representing the life value. The

slope of the straight line plotted on this)pap«)Dwill be (3, the shape parameter.
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If this data does not exist, expert opinions should be helpful to determine the required

information. Expert opinions should be expressed in terms of a life factor based on their

knowledge of the quality of installation and the level of maintenance and crew skill and the

operation conditions as follows (:

— p rMTTF
RELAISITC ~ l EXPERTMni 11 MANUFACTURER

(6)
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Figure 2. Weibull Plot for the CS14 CME855 Compressor

4.4. Failures and Replacements

A random number generator technique is used to count failure that occur according to the

failure trend of each item over the span life determined by the manufacturer. The random
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number generator will generate a number that is between 0 and 1.0, which represents the »

probability of failure, F (t). The time to failure will be induced from the following equation:

The failing item and the item that was replaced as a good maintenance strategy is now having

a zero operating life and this will be considered when generating the new failure of these

items.

Replacement and repair procedure of each item upon failure is pre-determined according to

the maintenance and replacement strategy. This could be either the replacement of the failing

part only or the replacement of the failing part and other parts that could be affected by the

failure or as a protective maintenance procedure.,

4.5. Cash Flow & Financial Analysis

Next step is to prepare the cost profile for power plant that summarizes the cash flow over the

life of the plant with the resultant Net Present Value (NPV). Cash flow for the plant includes

income, acquisition costs, and sustaining costs. Acquisition costs include engineering design,

spare-parts and logistics, recurring, support equipment upgrades, technical data, facilities &

construction, upgrade parts, etc. Sustaining costs include maintenance, labor & materials,

replacement & renewal costs, energy, transportation, modifications, overhauls, engineering

r

documentation, disposal, permits & legal, operation, ongoing training, support & supply, •

green & clean, etc. Income decline should be recognized due to decreasing capability over

time. The main economical tool for financial analysis is the net present value, NPV, which

represents the present value of money spent or earned in the future (Future Value, FV). The

total NPV of cash flow over n years is given by:
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NPV - y -IYL.
lStrVtotal ~ 2-4 U , .V

(8)h
Energy consumption (fuel) is increasing with time should be taken into consideration in terms

of a fuel consumption rate factor, this factor is easy to be obtained either from the

manufacturer or in-house experience of local operation conditions.

5. Results & Analysis

Figure 3 shows the future value and the present value of the cash flow for the prospective 15

years life of the power plant. A wiser decision could be made from the owner or the

management on keeping the power plant for how long based on the accepted net cash flow

and the trade-off analysis. If the major concern of this plant is the productivity, then the

management will select the plant with the highest availability regardless of the number of

failures, availability is given by:

Cash Flow & NPV
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Figure 3. Cash Flow & Net Present Value

Availability =
MTBF Total up time

MTBF + MDT Total up time + Total down time
(9)
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Reliability and availability are calculated along the life span of the plant by counting number

of failures, time of repair of each failure, time between failures, and total operating time.

6. Conclusions & recommendations

1. Probabilistic analysis is more realistic since failures never occur on time.

2. Spare parts quantity for each component can be easily calculated based on more

accurately calculated failure times and replacement strategies.

3. History of different failures occurrences in every establishment based on the local

operating conditions is needed for each entity to establish a more realistic estimate of life

time simulation.

4. LCC provides techniques for engineers and financial organizations to prepare accurate

design trade-offs which support the decision making process. Also this technique is

powerful in the determination of the remaining life of an existing asset.
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